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Abstract
In this work we present a large-scale analysis of stereoscopic quality for 1,000 VR180 YouTube videos. VR180 is a new S3D format for VR devices which stores the view for only a single hemisphere. Instead of a multi-camera rig, this format requires just two cameras with fisheye lenses similar to conventional 3D-shooting, resulting in cost reduction of the final device and simplification of the shooting process. But as in the conventional stereoscopic format, VR180 videos suffer from stereoscopic-related problems specific to 3D shooting. In this paper we analyze videos to detect the most common stereoscopic artifacts using objective quality metrics, including color, sharpness and geometry mismatch between views and more. Our study depicts the current state of S3D technical quality of VR180 videos and reveals its overall poor condition, as most of the analyzed videos exhibit at least one of the stereoscopic artifacts, which shows a necessity for stereoscopic quality control in modern VR180 shooting.

Introduction
VR180 is a stereoscopic virtual-reality video format that Google introduced in 2018 [1]. The main difference relative to conventional 360-degree or spherical video is that the new format uses only one hemisphere to store a view. In typical 360-degree video, viewers can look in any horizontal direction, but the action is usually in one particular direction. In this case, however, the display device receives the entire stream, leading to transmission and storage of redundant information. Therefore, the vast majority of cases have no need to implement a view over the entire sphere — one hemisphere is sufficient to achieve the same viewer immersion.

The VR180 specification has additional benefits over conventional spherical video. First, VR180 videos are much easier to shoot than 360-degree videos. Creating spherical videos usually involves a special rig with multiple cameras that simultaneously film at different angles around the viewing point, causing a range of problems including the large size of the captured video, potential failure or overheating of some cameras, and unstable focus. The situation becomes even more complicated for stereoscopic spherical videos, which is why nearly all spherical videos are 2D. VR180, however, only requires two cameras with fisheye lenses, supporting stereoscopy by default. It also considerably reduces the cost of the filming apparatus and simplifies the recording process, because all conventional-camera methods remain applicable. As a result, this format is accessible to a wider group of people beyond just professionals. Furthermore, it eliminates the need for stitching — a problem that remains unsolved for 360-degree videos, leading to visual artifacts where images from two cameras merge. All of these benefits suggest VR180 has a promising future.

As with conventional stereoscopic videos, however, VR180 videos can exhibit distortions between two stereoscopic views — also called stereoscopic artifacts. Shooting S3D video is more complicated than shooting traditional 2D video because it requires control of additional technical parameters. For example, color and sharpness mismatches as well as geometry distortions regularly occur when capturing 3D, potentially causing viewers discomfort, even including headaches, and thus dissuading some users from using VR180. In this paper, we assess the state of the new format’s stereoscopic quality by conducting a large-scale analysis of VR180 videos from YouTube. We identify major objective-quality trends for several video characteristics. The study provides a reference point for further VR180-video analysis and demonstrates the need for quality control in these types of videos.

Related Work
All work on evaluating stereoscopic-video quality is divisible into two categories: objective quality assessment and subjective quality assessment, both of which consider viewer discomfort. Only a few works on discomfort evaluation analyzed stereoscopic distortions [2–4]: most examined asynchronous coding errors in stereoscopic video, data loss in one view during transmission, the effect of scene depth budget, and the speed of object movement [5–7]. These methods, however, targeted prediction of the discomfort viewers experienced while watching stereoscopic videos and did not assess objective distortions.

A number of proposed methods attempt to perform objective quality assessment by evaluating stereoscopic distortions: color mismatch [8–9], sharpness mismatch [10,11], geometry distortions [9,12] and channel mismatch [13,14]. Most of these methods, however, have only been tested on a few stereoscopic frames and have not been applied in practice to stereoscopic movies.

There are only a few objective-quality metrics for spherical images or videos. Most assessment methods are based on standard image-quality metrics for full images or for image patches [15]. The situation is similar for stereoscopic 360-degree content. Current metrics for S3D images or videos apply to predetermined patches in the views and are then aggregated to a single score for the full image [16,17]. To our knowledge, no metrics apply specifically to VR180 videos, nor have any studies addressed the problem of measuring their stereoscopic quality.

This paper employs an approach that adapts our stereoscopic-quality-assessment methods to VR180. We previously employed these methods to analyze full-length stereoscopic movies [18,19], proving their practicality.
Method

Our proposed method for evaluating VR180 video comprises three main steps:

- VR180-video preprocessing;
- Stereo matching with confidence estimation;
- Metric estimation.

The following sections describe each step.

VR180-Video Preprocessing

All VR180 video frames initially appear in an equirectangular projection. The preprocessing step remaps them into a cube-map projection (Figure 1). Because the original video has a maximum 180-degree field of view, the cube-map-projection edges contain information from the initial frame as follows: side, top and bottom — only half, front — the whole, and the back is not filled at all. Then we select only the front edge for further processing. This edge contains the most information about the frame, it lacks any areas obstructed by black borders, and it has the mildest geometric distortions. All of these factors make applying stereoscopic metrics and getting valid results easier. Furthermore, we process the views in the same way we process conventional stereoscopic frames.

Stereo Matching With Confidence Estimation

We compute disparity maps between stereoscopic views using fast local block matching [20]. Since the result can contain errors, we construct corresponding confidence maps based on the LRC criterion [21] and block RGB variance. Since the left and right views display the same scene, the disparity values of the left-view pixels should be equal in magnitude but opposite in sign compared with the disparity values of the corresponding right-view pixels. More formally, we calculate the LRC criterion as follows. If a pixel with coordinates \(x = (x_1, x_2)\) in one view corresponds to a pixel with coordinates \(x' = (x'_1, x'_2) = x + v_x\) in the other view, its confidence measure is:

\[
\text{lrc} = \frac{\text{dif}_1^2}{h} + \frac{\text{dif}_2^2}{w},
\]

\[
\text{dif} = (\text{dif}_1, \text{dif}_2) = v'_x + v_x,
\]

where \(v_x\) is the disparity vector of a pixel with coordinates \(x\) in the first view; \(v'_x\) is the disparity vector of a pixel with coordinates \(x'\) in the second view; \(h\) is the view height and \(w\) is the view width.

The final confidence value is the following, taking into account the two characteristics described above:

\[
\text{conf}_i = \min(1 - a \times \text{lrc}_i, b \times \text{var}_i),
\]

where \(a\) and \(b\) are positive real coefficients and \(i\) is the pixel index. An example of a computed disparity map and corresponding confidence map appears in Figure 2.

Metrics Estimation

To analyze the technical quality of VR180 videos, we estimate the following stereoscopic parameters:

1. Positive parallax;
2. Negative parallax;
3. Color mismatch;
4. Vertical parallax;
5. Rotation mismatch;
6. Scale mismatch;
7. Sharpness mismatch;
8. Channel mismatch.

Our estimation of these parameters employs the following metrics.

We use a modified version of the metric described in [22] to find extreme positive and negative disparity values. The main difference is the calculation of a weighted histogram of disparity values.
values using corresponding confidence values. We then use the histogram we constructed to estimate positive and negative parallaxes.

To reduce the impact of unwanted outliers (in occlusions, for example), we calculate color mismatch as the sum of absolute differences between the left and right views, interpolated to the left view using the computed disparity map, weighted by the disparity-map confidence and then normalized by the sum of the confidence-map values:

$$\sum_{i \in [h \times w]} \text{conf}_i \times (|L^r_i - IR^r_i| + |L^g_i - IR^g_i| + |L^b_i - IR^b_i|)$$

$$\sum_{i \in [h \times w]} \text{conf}_i$$

(6)

where L and IR are the left view and the interpolated right view, respectively, in the RGB color space. Additionally, before calculating the metric, we apply a weighted median filter [23] to each color channel and to the corresponding confidence maps to further reduce the influence of undesirable regions on the final metric value. This filter allows us to preserve object contours during image processing, considerably increasing the metric’s accuracy.

To estimate geometry-distortion parameters we follow an approach similar to [18], calculating rotation, scale and vertical shift on the basis of a simplified affine-transform model. Our calculation of the sharpness difference between stereoscopic views employs the algorithm described in [19] and detection of the channel mismatch — method in [24].

**VR180 Analysis Results**

**VR180-Video Dataset**

To conduct a large-scale VR180-video analysis, we collected 1,000 videos from YouTube. To reduce bias in our collection, we conducted 36 searches in total: 26 English letters one by one and 10 digits one by one. We set the filter to VR180 videos and collected the first 5 to 10 pages of results together with their statistics. We excluded videos that were unavailable, low in resolution or nonstereoscopic. Figure 3 presents the video distribution by number of YouTube views and by duration (in seconds). The x-axis in both charts is logarithmic. Most of the videos have 10,000 to 100,000 views, but a few have several million. Most are 5 to 10 minutes long. We finished collecting videos early in 2020 and subsequently focused on processing and evaluation them.

**Depth-Budget Analysis**

Figure 4 shows the average disparities of the closest and farthest objects in the videos we evaluated. Positive values correspond to objects behind the screen plane, while negative values correspond to objects in front of the screen plane. The figure represents individual videos using lines that go from their highest positive parallax to their lowest negative parallax, measured in percentage of screen width. These lines correspond approximately to the range between objects farthest away from the viewer and objects closest to the viewer. The longer the line, the greater the video’s depth budget. Figure 4a shows that some videos have a tiny depth budget, whereas others have an enormous one. It also includes trend lines for positive and negative disparities, revealing the average depth budget among the videos. Those videos with a larger-than-average depth budget are likely to be uncomfortable to watch on some VR headsets — a problematic result, because depth budget is difficult to fix in postproduction. Additionally, several videos have significant positive parallax. Because the left and right views are already in front of the viewer’s corresponding eyes in a VR headset, a zero parallax (0%) corresponds to an object’s depth being “at infinity” (by comparison, zero parallax in S3D means the object appears at the screen plane). Thus, VR180 videos should have minimal positive parallax, because a positive value means the object is “beyond infinity” — an unrealistic situation for the viewer’s brain. The red rectangles in Figure 4a depict areas that we magnify in the final technical report for closer inspection.

Figure 4b shows breakdowns of scene depth budget for each video. The x-axis represents the different videos, and the y-axis uses bars to represent how many shots in each video have a good, average or bad depth budget. For videos on the far left, nearly all shots have a small depth budget. Videos in the middle have average depth budgets, but the depth budget in many scenes is still a little too low or high. A few videos on the right mostly con-

![Figure 3: VR180-video statistics.](image)

![Figure 4: Results of VR180-video depth-budget analysis.](image)
tain shots with huge depth budgets. According to this chart, the overall situation is better than the previous chart indicates: most shots have an average depth budget, and extremely wide shots are infrequent. A large percentage of shots are too flat, however.

**Analysis of Common 3D-Shooting Artifacts**

For all 1,000 VR180 videos, we calculated scores for each geometric distortion: vertical shift (Figure 5), scale mismatch (Figure 6), rotation mismatch (Figure 7), color mismatch (Figure 8), and sharpness mismatch (Figure 9). We plotted the overall results relative to the number of YouTube views (a), video release date (b) and video duration (c). The x-axis in these charts corresponds to the particular video statistic, and the y-axis corresponds to the S3D artifact. The blue dots represent individual videos. We also included two trend lines: the top one is for the 33rd percentile and the bottom one is for the 66th percentile. None of the stereoscopic artifacts or video statistics we consider exhibits any significant trend: some charts reveal slight decreases or increases, but the average estimated distortion values change little. Sudden descents and ascents emerge on the left and right sides of some charts, but they are mostly due to a small number of videos with the corresponding statistics. The plots allow us to make the following conclusions:

- Videos with many YouTube views have, on average, estimated distortion values similar to those of videos with few views;
- That situation has remained unchanged over time, as videos released later have average scores similar to those released earlier;
- The artifact values are independent of video duration.

But a substantial number of the VR180 videos exhibit at least one S3D artifact from the group we analyzed. Figures (d) shows the average metric values (y-axis) for each video (x-axis). Many videos have slight stereoscopic distortions, but several extreme cases appear, too. The left sides of the charts with geometric artifacts also contain flat regions indicating no geometric distortions. These areas correspond either to flat videos whose views are the same or to CGI videos.

**Channel-Mismatch Analysis**

Channel mismatch is a stereoscopic distortion that occurs when the left view of a 3D video replaces the right view and vice versa. This S3D artifact is rare, but even one scene with swapped views can cause viewers to suffer serious discomfort. Swapped views can additionally result from incorrect editing of video content — for example, when adding titles and CGI elements with the wrong depth.

We analyzed the 50 most viewed VR180 videos to find channel mismatch. Using our channel-mismatch metric, we detected 21 scenes with swapped views (a result we verified manually) in 10 videos. The probability that a video contains a scene with channel mismatch is therefore 20%, according to this result. But most of the scenes we identified with channel mismatch have incorrectly placed titles and CGI. Figure 10 presents examples. These mistakes probably owe to amateur videographers with little or no knowledge of 3D-scene composition, along with failure to check the resulting depth of added objects because a special tool for that task was unavailable.

**Conclusion**

In this paper we presented the results of a large-scale stereoscopic-quality analysis of 1,000 VR180 videos from YouTube using eight objective metrics. To summarize, we observed no significant trend in any measured technical-quality parameter relative to several video statistics, such as number of YouTube views, release date and duration. Most of the videos we analyzed contain at least one severe stereoscopic distortion, meaning some viewers will probably experience discomfort after watching several such videos. This situation reveals the need to develop quality-control and correction tools to help creators improve their video content.

We plan to soon release a full technical report based on our analysis. The report will include approximately 400 pages with overall charts, S3D-artifact examples and video statistics. It will be available on the main VQMT3D project page: [http://videoprocessing.ml/stereo_quality/](http://videoprocessing.ml/stereo_quality/)
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